Abstract
Introduction
Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) is a methodology used in design of systems where there is the interaction of many different disciplines present. For example, Sobieski [ 1, 2 ] has given examples of aircraft optimization where structural, aerodynamic, and control disciplines are optimized at the same time. This method of optimization helps to answer the question presented by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics [ 2 ] "How to decide what to change, and to what extent to change it, when everything influences everything else". Integrating many disciplines together may help to answer this question for designers.
In order to address the computational challenges that arise in MDO, different strategies have been proposed by defining a proper problem formulation or finding efficient optimization algorithms [ 1 , 2 ] . Examples of these architectures include the following methods: Multi-Disciplinary Feasible (MDF) [ 3 ] , Individual Discipline Feasible (IDF) [ 4 ] , Collaborative Optimization (CO) [ 5 ] , Concurrent Subspace Optimization (CSSO) [ 6 ] , and Bi-Level Integrated Synthesis System (BLISS) [ 7 ] , among others. As a result, research in comparative study becomes valuable in evaluating the capabilities and effectiveness of each proposed MDO method, as well as their limitations.
A number of comparative studies have been reported over the past decade. On the one hand, the evaluation of MDO methods is still based on the efficiency of optimization algorithms. For example, Hulme and Bloebaum compare several MDO methods, including the MDF and IDF, with five analytical examples of varying size and complexity [ 8 ] . The evaluation is based on metrics such as the number of iteration cycles, design variables, and the accuracy. Chen et al. [ 9 ] use the same metrics to evaluate three different MDO methods (CO, CSSO, and BLISS), with two application examples. On the other hand, the MDO methods distinguish themselves from normal optimization algorithms in that their architecture is an inseparable part of the problem formulation. Therefore, comparison of MDO methods must also address the different formulation structures. Kodiyalam, Alexandrov of NASA also pointed out the importance of formulation evaluation apart from the traditional optimization metrics. Their initial work in evaluation of the MDF, IDF, and CO methods suggest considerations of formulation oriented metrics, such as the generality, robustness, and performance [ 10 , 11 , 12 ]. However, details of these suggested metrics are not presented. Therefore, much work still needs to be done in evaluation of MDO methods, not only for its informative "systematic study", but also for its contribution in establishing standards or guidelines in MDO methods selection and testing.
In this paper, we present an extension of the comparative study of those presented in Refs. [9] [10] [11] [12] . First of all, we extend the number of comparison subjects, to include all five aforementioned MDO methods (MDF, IDF, CO, CSSO, and BLISS). Secondly, we propose an extended set of metrics, taking into account both the formulation considerations and the optimization performance criteria. Quantitative details of the evaluation metrics are also presented. The investigation includes a similar analytical example to that presented in Ref. 6 for illustration. Furthermore, a supersonic business jet case is applied to demonstrate the evaluation of MDO methods in aircraft conceptual design.
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MDO Methods Description
The MDO problem consists of multiple interacting disciplines. Assume each discipline is described by the following mathematical representation:
where n is the total number of coupled disciplines, counted by i, representing the i th discipline, x i is the local variable vector, the vector y j corresponds to interdisciplinary couplings, and z denotes the global or shared variable vector. In addition, a set of parameters p is required for each discipline but it does not vary over a design process. These parameters may or may not be shared by multiple disciplines.
A. Multi-Disciplinary Feasible Design (MDF)
The MDF has the simplest formulation for solving MDO problems [3, 13 ]. Its formulation links a multidisciplinary design analysis (MDA) with an optimizer (Fig. 1 ) to find the optimal global z and local variables x, for a given objective function and constraints. It reaches a multidisciplinary feasible state for an entire set of disciplines. In a MDA disciplinary state, variables y are typically found by a Gauss-Seidel iteration between various disciplinary analyses, based on the given set of input parameters x and z and estimated coupling states. The MDF approach can be stated as: 
where f is the objective function and g represent all the global and local system constraints. The IDF method provides an approach to avoid a complete MDA optimization. The method decouples the disciplinary analyses but keeps a unified optimization [4] (Fig. 2) . It allows the optimizer to drive the individual disciplines to a multidisciplinary feasibility and optimality, by imposing feasibility constraints with extra coupling variables y' that are introduced in the formulation [ 14 , 15 ]. The local disciplines can be feasible but the complete system may not be feasible until the optimization process converges. The IDF formulation can be stated as: 
where y' is the extra coupling variable vector created to decouple the disciplinary analysis. Collaborative Optimization (CO) introduces a decomposed and decentralized bi-level optimization scheme [5] (Fig. 3) . A system level optimization is responsible for providing target values for global design variables z and system responses y. A local disciplinary level optimization assures that the discrepancies between disciplines vanish (to ensure multidisciplinary feasibility) by enforcing compatibility constraints. It is modelled to minimize the interdisciplinary discrepancies while satisfying specific local constraints. The CO formulation can be stated at the system level as:
J represents the compatibility constraints, one for each discipline (n disciplines in total), and z*, y* and x* are the optimal disciplinary optimization level results.
The i th disciplinary level optimization problem is formulated as:
where g is the specific disciplinary constraint. The Concurrent Subspace Optimization Method (CSSO) method is a decomposition-based strategy allowing concurrent optimization (Fig. 4) . It takes advantage of the fact that the approximations of non-local disciplinary states help to understand the influences of local disciplinary variables on system level constraints and objective functions [6] . A specific performance is approximated in each disciplinary optimization to simulate other discipline state variables responses. Similarly, the system level optimization uses the approximation models to replace the required disciplinary analysis. Then the disciplinary level models are updated based on the optimized disciplinary states. The i th discipline optimization can be stated as: A complete multidisciplinary analysis is performed for each system level design to generate a multidisciplinary feasible design which is used to update the approximated system model. The system level optimization is stated as:
In addition, multidisciplinary analyses are performed with the local disciplinary level designs to further improve the models. 
E. Bi-Level Integrated System Synthesis Method
The Bi-Level Integrated System Synthesis (BLISS) method (Fig. 5) is a decomposition extension of the global sensitivity equations (GSE) method [7, 16 ] . It calculates the total derivative of the coupling values y with respect to local sensitivities. Each discipline is optimized by varying their local variables x, while holding the global variables z constant and minimizing the disciplinary objective under local constraints. The global variables are utilized by the system level optimization only. Total derivatives, obtained from GSE, are used to predict the effects of each set of variables on the objective function. The optimization of the i th discipline takes the form:
where
T is the local total derivative of the objective function with respect to the local variables and disciplines. It includes the indirect effects of these variables on other disciplines. The term d(f,x i ) T Δx i corresponds to the first order predicted objective function change due to a change in x i . The system level objective in the BLISS formulation is strongly related to the objective functions of the disciplines and it is expressed in terms of a first order Taylor series expansion: 
Methods Comparison
A. Metrics for Performance
As we mentioned in Section I, a successful solution of the MDO problem not only depends on the efficient optimization algorithms, but also relies on effective architecture formulations. Therefore, it is necessary to take into account both of these considerations in any comparative or evaluation investigation.
The optimization performance considerations are captured by traditional metrics such as the computational efficiency, accuracy, and so on. The architecture formulation consideration, however, has not been addressed extensively or quantitatively, to the knowledge of the authors. In this paper, we propose the following set of metrics to address both optimization and architectural considerations simultaneously for any MDO method.
• Simplicity -ease of implementation and modification. Simpler methods require less time to be modified and are easier to adapt to different problems. Simplicity is measured in terms of the total number of optimizers and optimizer variables required to implement a specific architecture in the scope of a given example.
• Transparency -the capacity to understand and extend the mathematical model from which the method is derived. For example, a probability-based method can be seamlessly integrated into a transparent formulation, which does not require major changes of the architecture to accomplish the integration.
• Portability -the feasibility to integrate a given method into the existing organizational structures. This metric takes into account the ability of a given architecture to take advantage of the division of labour and the autonomy of disciplinary specialist.
• Efficiency -the computational effort required to obtain an optimal multidisciplinary feasible design. In our study, the efficiency is measured based on the total number of disciplinary evaluations. It also includes the sensitivity analysis and the approximation analysis evaluations.
• Accuracy -the capacity of obtaining accurate optimal multidisciplinary feasible designs over the defined design space. In our study, the accuracy of a MDO method is determined by comparing the achieved results with given optimal values.
Details of the quantitative descriptions of the metrics are presented in the following two case study examples.
B. Test Case 1: Analytical Example
The first example is selected from Ref. 6. It is described by the following equation: 
The same initial point x = {1, 5, 2}, y = {10, 4}, is used for all analysis. The minimum is located at x = {1.9776, 0, 0}, y = {3.7553, 3.1834}.
C. Test Case 2: Aircraft Conceptual Design
A second example corresponds to the problem used by NASA to present the BLISS algorithm [ 17 ] , and provides a representative example of aircraft conceptual design. The goal is to maximize the range of a supersonic business jet subject to individual disciplinary constraints. Four coupled disciplinary systems are used (Fig. 6 ), representing structures, aerodynamic, propulsion, and performance. The first three disciplines are fully coupled since they share common variables and exchange computed states. The fourth discipline (performance) receives information from the others to evaluate the range performance of the design. Structures and weights are coupled to aerodynamic and propulsion. This is expected since aerodynamic loads cause changes in aircraft structural deflection that in turn changes the aerodynamics characteristics of the aircraft. Similarly, the propulsion and weights are coupled. The thrust required is dependent on the total aircraft weight, including the engine weight, which is also the function of thrust. A detailed description of this example is presented in Ref. [7] .
Results and Comparison
The five MDO methods described in Section II are applied to the both test cases. The evaluation is based on the proposed metrics. Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) is used for all cases to maintain uniformity in the comparisons. A finite difference approach is used when sensitivity calculations are required. The reported number of function evaluations includes all optimization, sensitivity, and approximation callings.
Figure 6. Supersonic Business Jet Example
A. Simplicity
Simplicity in MDO methods is sought to reduce the amount of implementation time and modification of the methodology to suit different optimization tasks. Quantitative criterion of the simplicity metric is chosen to be the number of optimizers required by the different MDO methods. Table 1 shows that the simplest method is the MFD approach since it is based on an integrated scheme, and requires only one optimizer. IDF presents an additional level of complexity due to the increase in the number of variables, used by the centralized optimizer. They are generated from the decoupling disciplinary outputs. CO presents an intermediate level of complexity due to its bi-level optimization scheme. Under a similar bi-level structure, the CSSO and BLISS methods also will require additional variables to support the approximation and the disciplinary sensitivity analyses respectively. They are deemed to share the high level of complexity. Simulation results of the two test cases are listed in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. They demonstrate the same conclusions.
B. Transparency
Modelling transparency and simplicity are inherently correlated. In general, a transparent method is easy to understand and straightforward in implementation. From the modelling perspective, both MFD and IDF methods represent the same 6 transparency where the mathematical model and optimization objectives can be easily formulated and modified. The transparency of CO formulation is similar to MFD and IDF, but it requires careful attention in the disciplinary objective definition due to its interdisciplinary compatibility formulation. While CSSO is similar to CO, the definition and treatment of approximations can be fairly difficult. It may become difficult in choosing proper approximation algorithms. BLISS is a less transparent approach since it requires a sensitivity analysis, in which formulation can be challenging for applications with large number of interacting parameters. 
C. Portability
The centralized optimization methods (MFD, IDF) allow for an integrated solution. However, they are not flexible in distributing the workload. Furthermore, they do not adapt well to the existing organizational structures, where different disciplines are often isolated in separate disciplinary sections. This is obvious in an aircraft design process. On the contrary, the CO, CSSO, and BLISS methods can be adapted directly to existing organizational structures, and can take advantage of distributed computing architectures. However, from the organizational perspective, CSSO is not efficient since each disciplinary group needs to make approximations of their own disciplinary state responses. Furthermore, a full system analysis is required each iteration. BLISS presents a balanced alternative method, especially in dealing with large number of coupling variables. It exploits the GSE approach in a disciplinary distributed environment. Unfortunately, the BLISS suffers from computational burden in calculating the sensitivities for each discipline. Often there exist no analytic sensitivity formulas, and numerical solutions are required. Besides, sensitivity analyses are not always available in practice. Table 4 shows the total number of evaluations used by each MDO method for the Test Case 1: the analytical example. IDF presents the best strategy with the lowest number of disciplinary evaluations. As expected, the bi-level decomposition based methods take a larger number of evaluations to find a feasible solution. Compared with CO and CSSO, BLISS shows the best performance in terms of the number of system evaluations as well as the disciplinary evaluations. This is due to the fact that sensitivity functions are analytic in this case. On the other hand, the CSSO method finds the solution much faster, since the approximations of the analytical equations are computationally inexpensive and the function is convex and continuous, leading to faster convergence. Table 5 shows the number of evaluations for the aircraft design example. Note that a large number of function evaluations are required by the MFD method in this example. It shows the difficulty in using a centralized optimizer for complex MDO problems. The IDF shows some improvement as compared to MFD. As expected, decomposed approaches tend to be computationally expensive. Note that CO presents the average lowest number of disciplinary function evaluations, when compare to CSSO and BLISS. They require additional function evaluations to create valid approximations or to perform sensitivity analysis respectively. The low number of coordination iterations of BLISS indicates the performance advantage of having detailed sensitivity information between the design and couplings variables.
D. Computational Efficiency
E. Accuracy
Results from all the five MDO methods of the analytical example are shown on Table 6 . Analytical Example Results Table 7 shows the results for the aircraft design example. The MFD performs a full system analysis and reaches a poor multidisciplinary feasible point with low range values. It demonstrates the difficulty of this method to find the optimum when the number of coupling and variables increases. The IDF results present a similar behaviour compared to MFD. The decomposed approaches are shown to be the better alternative in this case. While these methods tend to be more computationally expensive, they achieve better feasibility levels. All three methods in this category (CO, CSSO, and BLISS) achieve ranges in the order of 3000 nm. BLISS obtains the most feasible solution in terms of number of active constraints, but it also has the most computationally expensive procedure due to the sensitivity analysis involved. CO presents similar results as those in BLISS, but it requires more computational time to find a solution.
Summary
Based on for the proposed metrics to evaluate the five representative MDO methods, two test cases are analyzed to determine the characteristics of each method. A summary is shown in Table 8 . MFD is the most accurate method since it performs full disciplinary system analysis. Unfortunately, its efficiency suffers with the increase in complexity. . Furthermore, it is difficult to integrate all given analysis in a common centralized platform. IDF can be a feasible alternative to MDF when portability analysis is not an issue. Bi-level optimization schemes prove to be computationally expensive but their accuracy is similar to centralized methods. Their main advantage lies in the portability for distributed analysis. Therefore they might become efficient when using parallel computing. Aircraft conceptual design typically involves loosely coupled disciplines with a large number of global variables. Its goal is to find the optimum aircraft configurations. In the given example, CO proves to be the best choice of solution since its portability fits into existing organizational structures, and its simplicity makes it easy for modifications, a situation often encountered in conceptual design process. Furthermore, its transparency leads to easier extension for robust or probabilistic effects analyses. CSSO is efficient only for analytical formulations or for small-scale number of disciplines, since the system approximations increases the complexity of the implementation. However, approximations could prove beneficial to reduced computational burden, especially with expensive analyses and large number of couplings. BLISS provides certain amount of portability and seems to be more suitable in the preliminary and detailed aircraft design phases where highly coupled systems analysis is available.
MDO
Conclusions
This paper presents an extended evaluation of MDO methods. A simple analytical example and a more complex aircraft conceptual design example are both applied to evaluate the five MDO methods. The evaluation is based on our proposed metrics, which take into account formulation and the algorithm considerations. The quantitative description of the metrics provides a systematic approach in evaluating the MDO methods. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed metrics, and concur with the experience from practice. Much work still needs to be done, not only for its informative "systematic study", but also for its contribution to establishing standards or guidelines in MDO selection and testing. Work under investigation will include additional examples, involving variance in the formulation complexity and the number of coupling and global variables.
